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IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER,  

MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL, SONITPUR, TEZPUR 

   

Present:  Smti Bobita Kshetry , AJS, 

      Member, MACT, Sonitpur 

      Tezpur 

 

  MAC Case No: 58/2019 (Injury) 

    

1.  Md. Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul Islam 

    S/o : Md. Jalal Uddin 

    Vill: Nam Chuburi Panbari 

    P.S.: Dhekiajuli 

 Dist.: Sonitpur, Assam 

-- Claimant 

        -Vs- 

 

1. Md. Jiaul Haque 

S/o Billal Hussain 

Vill.- Mitham Bangali Gaon 

PO & P.S.: Dhekiajuli 

Dist : Sonitpur, Assam 

---- Owner of the offending vehicle. 

 

2. Md. Haidar Ali 

S/o Md. Abdul Rahim 

Vill.- No.1 Pirakata 

P.S.: Dhekiajuli 

Dist : Sonitpur, Assam 

---- Owner of the offending vehicle 
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3.  HDFC ERGO General Insurance Co. Ltd. 

                ---- Insurer of the offending vehicle 

          ---- Opposite parties. 

 

Date of argument: 27-12-2022  

Date of Judgment: 17-02-2023  

 

APPEARANCE: 

Advocate for the claimant : Mr. N. Islam  

Advocate for the opposite party No.3: Mr. B. Kr. Sharma 

        

 

J U D G M E N T 

1.    The claimant– Md. Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul Islam has filed 

an application u/s 166 of the M.V. Act 1988, seeking compensation 

to the tune of Rs.15,00,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakhs) only for the  

injuries sustained by him in the motor vehicle accident .  

2.    The claimant’s case, in brief, is that on 01-12-2018 at about 

12:30 PM injured person namely Md. Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul lslam 

was coming from Keherukhanda to Dangabasti centre along with 

his friend by sitting on the motor cycle, bearing Registration        

No.AS-12-U-0451(Pulsar 22O). When they reached in front of Iscon 

Mandir, near Dangabasti, on the extreme left side, on N.H. 15 (52), 

at that time, a dog suddenly crossed in front of the said motor 

cycle. Accordingly, the rider of the said motor cycle lost his control  
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and he was also driving at that time with high speed and in rash 

and negligent manner. Later on, the said motor cycle capsized on 

the road.  As a result, claimant sustained multiple grievous injuries 

in different parts of body i.e. Head, Mouth, Hand, Leg . After The 

accident, he was immediately taken to Dhekiajuli C.H.C. Hospital 

for treatment. Thereafter, he was taken to Tezpur Medical College 

& Hospital (TMCH) but due to grievous injuries, he was also taken 

to Hayat Hospital, Guwahati. His treatment was done in other 

Hospitals in different times. 

           Claimant has claimed that he is 23 years and he does 

business with the monthly income of Rs 15,000/-. 

3.   The case proceeded exparte against OP Nos.1 & 2 i.e. the 

Owner and Driver of the offending vehicle.  While the OP. No.3 i.e. 

HDFC ERGO General Insurance Company Ltd. submitted written 

statement denying all the averments made in the claim petition. It 

is stated that the driver of the offending vehicle was not holding a 

valid and effective driving licence at the time of accident. The 

Insurance Company has no knowledge about the accident or the 

nature of injuries sustained by the injured. Hence, the opposite 

party is not liable to pay any compensation and the case is liable to 

be dismissed against this answering opposite party. 
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4.   On perusal of the pleadings and after hearing from the 

Learned Counsels for both the parties, the following issues were 

framed by my Learned Predecessor:- 

(1)    Whether the accident took place on 01-12-2018 at about 

12.30 P.M. due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of the 

vehicle No. AS-12U-0451 (Pulsar 220) and whether Md. Robikul 

uddin @ Rafikul Islam was injured due to the alleged accident? 

(2)    Whether the claimant is/are entitled to get any compensation 

as prayed for and if so, from whom and to what extent? 

5.     In the instant case, the claimant- Robikul uddin @ Rafikul 

Islam examined himself as CW-1, Md. Alal Uddin as CW-2,           

and exhibited certain documents.  The Opposite Party has adduced 

evidences of 4(four) numbers of witnesses as Md. Haidar Ali as 

DW-1, Md. Jiaul Haque as DW-2,  Md. Kalyan Sen Gupta as DW-3 

and Sri Raja Sarkar as DW-4. 

6.    I have heard the arguments placed by the Learned Counsels 

for both sides. I have perused the evidences on record of the 

claimant side. 

 

Discussion, Decision and Reason there of : 

Issue No. (1) :  

7.    The claimant Md. Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul Islam adduced his 

evidence as CW-1 and reiterated the same facts as narrated in the 

claim petition. In his cross-examination, CW-1 stated that on the 
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date of accident, his friend was riding the Motorcycle and he was 

the pillion rider. He also stated that he was admitted in hospital on 

01-12-2018 and discharged on 31/12/2018. CW-1 denied the 

suggestion that the accident occurred due to his negligence as 

such , he is not entitled for compensation. 

8.     CW-2  Md. Alal Uddin is the eye-witness to the accident. He 

disclosed that on the date of accident, he was proceeding from 

Thelamara side and when he reached near Iscon Mandir, an 

accident took place. He stated that CW-1 was coming from 

Keherukhanda to Danganbasti Centre alongwith his friend by sitting 

at the backside of the motor-cycle bearing Registration no. AS-12U-

0451 (M/Cycle) and in front of the Iscon Mandir, a dog suddenly 

crossed infront of the motorcycle and the motor-cycle rider lost his 

control. He also alleged that at the time of accident, the offending 

vehicle was driven in high speed and in rash and negligent manner. 

The motor-cycle capsized on the road. This witness stated that the 

claimant sustained multiple grievous injuries in different parts of 

his body and he was taken to the hospital. 

9.     In his cross-examination, CW-2 stated that at the time of 

accident, he was riding motor-cycle. 

10.   Perused the documents on record submitted by CW-1 

(claimant). Ext.1 is the Accident Information Report (Form-54) 

from which it reveals that an accident occurred on 01-12-2018 at 

about 12:30 PM in which the claimant- Md. Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul 
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Islam sustained grievous injuries. The vehicle bearing Registration               

No. AS-12U-0451 (M/Cycle) is shown to be the offending vehicle.  

Ext.-2 is the FIR regarding the accident on the basis of which 

Dhekiajuli P.S Case No. 965/18 u/s 279/338 IPC was registered. 

Exts 3 (1 to 173) are the medical documents of the injured.  

11.     DW-1  Haider Ali deposed that the claimant is his nephew 

and on the date of occurance, he was riding the motor-cycle ( Bajaj 

Pulsar 220 ) and the claimant was the pillion-rider. He disclosed 

that the M/cycle belonged to a friend of the claimant. The accident 

took place near Dangabasti Iskon Temple while one dog crossing 

the road he pushed the brake hardly and pillion rider fell from the 

M/Cycle.  

12.     DW-2  Jiaul Haque disclosed that on 01-12-2018 at about 

12.30 P.M. his motor cycle bearing registration No. AS-12U/0451 

got involved in a RTA. Haidar Ali had borrowed and riding his motor 

cycle at the relevant point of time. Robikul Uddin alias Rafikul Islam 

was riding pillion on the said motor cycle. He disclosed that the 

insurer of the motor cycle had deposited Rs. 8,000/- into his 

account towards settlement of personal damage. He also disclosed 

that he had a valid driving licence to ride a motor cycle. 

13.     DW-3 Kalyan Sen Gupta, Legal Executive in HDFC ERGO 

General Insurance Company Ltd , Guwahati, disclosed that the 

Motorcycle bearing Registration No. AS-12U-0451 was insured with 

HDFC ERGO General Insurance Company Ltd. being policy number 
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2312202181547500000 valid upto 12/04/2019 and the owner of 

the aforesaid motor cycle is Jiaul Haque. In his cross-examination, 

DW-3 disclosed that the aforesaid accident was caused while stray 

dog suddenly came in front of the running motor-cycle. It is 

disclosed that the report of the Investigator is not filed by them. 

14.     DW-4 Sri Raja Sarkar, O/C of Dhekiajuli P.S. deposed that 

the accident took place on 01-12-2018 at 12.30 PM and G.D. 

entries were made on the same date. Ext-C is the extract copy of 

the G.D. Entries and the FIR was lodged on 17-12-2018. He also 

stated that the investigation is not yet completed and charge sheet 

not submitted due to non availability of injury report. The vehicle 

documents have been seized. In his cross-examination, DW-4 

disclosed that the injured was taken to the hospital by the police 

and the delay in lodging the FIR may be due to the treatment of 

the injured.  

15.   To determine the negligence of the driver of the offending 

vehicle, in the case of Basant Kaur & Ors. Vs- Chattar Pal 

Singh and Ors. [(2003 ACJ 369 MP (DB)], it has been held 

that registration of a criminal case against the driver of the 

offending vehicle is enough to record the finding that the driver of 

offending vehicle is responsible for causing the accident. Further, it 

has been held in catena of cases that the proceeding under the 

Motor Vehicle Act are not akin to the proceeding as in civil suit and 
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hence, strict rules of evidence are not required to be followed in 

this regard. 

16.    In Bimla Devi and ors. Vs. Himachal Road Transport  

Corporation and Ors (2009) 13 SC 530, Hon’ble Supreme 

Court  held that " In a situation of this nature, the Tribunal has 

rightly taken a holistic view of the matter. It was necessary to be 

borne in mind that strict proof of an accident caused by a particular 

bus in a particular manner may not be possible to be done by the 

claimants. The claimants were merely to establish their case on the 

touchstone of preponderance of probability. The standard of proof 

beyond reasonable doubt could not have been applied.” 

17.     In view of the evidences of the CWs as well as the 

documents relating to criminal case, it is held that the claimant has 

been able to prove that he sustained injuries due to rash and 

negligent driving by the driver of the offending vehicle bearing 

Registration No. AS-12U-0451 (M/Cycle) on the date of accident.

     Issue No.1 is decided in favour of the claimant. 

 

Issue No. (2) :  

18.       As the claimant sustained injuries due to rash and 

negligent driving by the driver of the vehicle bearing registration            

No.- AS-12U-0451(M/Cycle), as such, he is entitled to get the 

compensation. Now the question is what would be the just and 

reasonable amount of compensation and from whom the 

compensation is recoverable. 
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19.      Perusal of Ext.1, which is the Accident Information Report 

(Form 54), it reflects that the offending vehicle bearing Registration 

No.- AS-12U-0451(M/Cycle), was insured with OP No.3 i.e. HDFC 

ERGO General Insurance Company Ltd. vide policy No. 

2312202181547500000 valid upto 12/04/2019. The accident took 

place on 01-12-2018, so the offending vehicle was under insurance 

coverage on the time of accident. Therefore, the OP No.3 is liable 

to pay the compensation.   

20.     Regarding the compensation, the claimant has claimed that 

he has spent an amount of Rs. 15,00,000/- (Fifteen Lakhs) for his 

medical treatment. In this regard, the claimant has submitted Cash 

Memos marked as Ext.-3(1), 3(2), 3(5), 3(6), 3(8), 3(11), 3(13), 

3(17), 3(20), 3(21), 3(24), 3(26), 3(28), 3(30), 3(32), 3(34), 

3(36), 3(38), 3(42), 3(44), 3(46), 3(48), 3(50), 3(53), 3(55), 

3(57), 3(60), 3(63), 3(65), 3(68), 3(70), 3(72), 3(74), 3(76), 

3(79), 3(81), 3(83), 3(85), 3(87), 3(91), 3(94), 3(96), 3(98), 

3(100), 3(102), 3(104), 3(108), 3(111), 3(113), 3(115), 3(117), 

3(118), 3(119), 3(122), 3(123), 3(125), 3(127), 3(128), 3(129), 

3(130), 3(173) amounting to Rs.4,27,127/- only which are 

considered as the valid and cogent documents regarding the 

expenses incurred by the claimant towards his injuries sustained in 

the alleged accident. While Ext.-3(7), 3(9), 3(14), 3(15), 3(18), 

3(22), 3(39), 3(40), 3(51), 3(58), 3(61), 3(66), 3(77), 3(88), 

3(89), 3(103), 3(106), 3(109), 3(124) are advanced money 

receipts. Ext -3(105) is the Discharge Summary of Hayat Hospital. 
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21.       Therefore, upon careful scrutiny of the bills and vouchers, 

it is found that the injured had actually incurred expenditure of                   

Rs.4,27,127/- (Rupees Four lakhs Twenty Seven Thousand One 

Hundred and twenty Seven) only for his medical treatment and he 

is entitled to get the said expenses. So, pecuniary damage comes 

to Rs.4,27,127/- (Rupees Four lakhs Twenty Seven Thousand One 

Hundred and twenty Seven) only.  

22.    Now, coming to the question of income and occupation of 

the claimant, the claimant has stated that he is a Businessman. His 

monthly income was Rs.15,000/-. But, no income proof document 

is produced by him to show that he was earning Rs.15,000/- per 

month. From his cross-examination, it comes out that he was 

engaged in fish business. Considering the age of the claimant and 

his sound health till the date of accident, his monthly income is 

considered to be at Rs 10,000/-. 

23.      With regards to non-pecuniary damage, the injured 

claimant has definitely suffered pain and agony at the age of        

23 years due to injuries sustained in the alleged accident.                

So, an amount of Rs. 15,000/- is awarded for pain and agony. An 

amount of Rs. 10,000/- is awarded for loss of income as he was 

hospitalized from 01.12.18 to 19.12.18 and he was certainly 

prevented from discharging his previous activities for a month on 

account of his injuries.  Also an amount of Rs. 10,000/- is awarded 

for other incidental expenses including conveyance, 

accommodation, diet etc.  
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    Therefore, total compensation comes to Rs. 4,27,127/- +         

Rs.15,000/- + Rs.10,000/- + Rs.10,000/-= Rs.4,62,127/- 

(Rupees Four Lakhs Sixty Two Thousand One Hundred and 

Twenty Seven) only. 

     Hence issue No.2 is decided accordingly. 

 

 

O R D E R 

 

24.   In the result, the claim petition is allowed awarding             

Rs.4,62,127/- (Rupees Four Lakhs Sixty Two Thousand 

One  Hundred and Twenty Seven) only  to the claimant with 

interest thereon @6% per annum, from the date of filing the claim 

petition i.e. 31-08-2019 till realization.   

25.      The opposite party No.3 i.e. HDFC ERGO General Insurance 

Company Ltd., is directed to deposit the awarded amount within a 

period of 30(thirty) days from the date of receipt of this order to 

this Tribunal only by RTGS/NEFT, for transfer of the same to the 

account of the claimant. 

26.       Furnish a free copy of this judgment to parties concerned 

as provided u/s 168(2) MV Act within 7 (seven) days from the date 

of judgment. 
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27.      The case is disposed of on contest. 

28.    Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal on this 17th 

day of February, 2023, at Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

 

Dictated and corrected by me. 
 

 

          (Smti Bobita Kshetry) 

Member, MACT                   Member, MACT 

       Sonitpur, Tezpur.                   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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                            A N N E X U R E 

 

1. Witness of the Claimant: 

           1) Robikul Uddin @ Rafikul Islam 

  2) Alal Uddin 

2. Witness of the Defence: 

              1) Haidar Ali 

2) Md. Jiaul Haque 

3) Sri Kalyan Sen Gupta 

4) Sri Raja Sarkar 

3. Claimant’s Exhibits: 

             Ext. 1 Accident information report (Form 54). 

Ext. 2 FIR. 

 Ext. 3(1) to 3(173) Dr. Prescription and Report along 

……………………………………………with Medicine Vouchers.          

4. Exhibits of the Defence:          

  Ext. A to B Insurance policy. 

  Ext. C, C1 GD Entry. 

 

 

  (Smti Bobita Kshetry) 
                   Member,  
  MACT, Sonitpur, Tezpur   


